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The Crown Estate 
announced we would 
consider making new 

seabed rights available 
for offshore wind

Proposed Round 4  
Offshore Wind New Leasing

Our engagement journey so far

Since we announced our intention to consider making new seabed rights available for offshore 
wind development, we have been actively engaging with stakeholders and the market, keeping 
them informed of our thinking and seeking their feedback to help us shape our proposals. 

Developed early proposals on the potential scale, location  
and nature of new leasing based on extensive data analysis:

•  Analyse additional feedback and data received
•  Refine final proposals
•  Prepare for launch and bidders day
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water depth
≤50M18 seabed  

regions identified

30
statutory stakeholders 
attended a dedicated 
workshop

103
delegates 
attended the 
market event

344
points of feedback received 
from 6 government bodies 
and 7 statutory organisations 

36
market 
participants 
submitted 
feedback

Shared our initial proposals at our first market and stakeholder engagement events

30
stakeholders 
attended

131
delegates 
attended the 
market event

18
stakeholder 
organisations 
submitted feedback

23
market participants 
submitted feedback

Shared our updated proposals at our second round of events

From the feedback received, and our own further analysis, we: 

Progressed 
design of  
the tender 
process

water depth
≤60M

Extended to

capacity
~7GW
Increased toRefined the seabed regions:

5 proposed to be included

4 under consideration

SPRING 2019

Proposed launch  
of Round 4

JUL 2018

February 2019



Engagement at a glance
Throughout our engagement process, we’ve 
engaged with over 15 government bodies  

and statutory organisations, including: 

As well as:

40+ market 
participants

20+ wider 
stakeholders

The Crown Estate’s approach has  
been well set out in the documentation  
and follow ups provided.

We welcome the commitment  
to environmental analysis and scrutiny  
and we are keen to see this robust 
environmental focus continue throughout  
the leasing process.

We have been encouraged with the 
openness and transparency of the process 
to date and willingness of The Crown Estate 
team to engage and discuss issues.

delegates attended our  
four engagement events294

18,595
2,336 document 

downloads

Our Offshore Wind New Leasing  
web pages received*:

positive satisfaction at our engagement events

95%

Over 170 new registrations to receive new 
leasing updates since beginning of engagement.

170+1

*As of 18th February 2019.
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